A poet's my philosophy prevents me from writing much that I might home otherwise write about.'
Yeats agreed with me that the reaction against what is sane and traditional is tiresome, We have to accept the conditions we find at a given time in our lives; within their discipline we can still be free enough to be sincere and ourselves. Mere easy acceptance, of course, is a different matter: 'Wherever there is thought there is opposition; you cannot think in vacuo.3 But an easy, conventional rcactiveness is merely negative opposition. It is a danger to which clever young people are particularly exposed; I know how easy this, opposition is for those who, like myself, were brought up in a provincial town, where to react against the indifference and materialism one meets with is inevitable.
Dorothy Wellesley's was an inspiring house to stay in— a late seventeenth-century mansion of coloured brick with stone enrichments, it had belonged to William Penn. Within, while much of its original character has been preserved, the house has been adapted to the needs of a cultured woman. In the entrance hall and dining room are painted decorations by Duncan Grant and Vanessa Bell. In other rooms hang baroque paintings acquired in Italy, while the library again is divided between contemporary poets and authors of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, these last in warm golden leather bindings, among them some curiosities of erotic literature.
The house lies in a quiet pastoral landscape. But close by, in strange contrast with the friendly, sun-warmed brick front, stand massive rocks, and to walk within the circle of these rocks, carved by the ages into shapes which suggest huge Aztec forms, is to enter a primeval world. Great trees grow among them, some with smooth dragonlike roots, creeping over the bare rocks, and under the thick leafage, and among them, fantastic branches; the air, the colour, the forms, seem to belong to ages far removed in time from the pleasant landscape beyond, into which, from the deep shade, one emerges into sunlit lawns and gardens. 252

